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Sensitivity and safety

• Sensitivity: ¬p □→ ¬Bp
• If  p were not to be true, then, S would not believe that p. (Cf.

Nozick 1981, 208; Black 2008, 9; Black 2011, 189; Black and Murphy 2007, 53.)

• Safety: Bp □→ p
• If  S were to believe that p, then, p would be true. (Cf.

Sosa 1999, 142; Black 2011, 193; Pritchard 2014b, 175.)

 
 



Pritchard on sensitivity account of knowledge (2014a, 154.)

• [K]nowledge entails sensitive true belief.
• In order for a true belief  to be sensitive, it must be such that, had what the agent believed been false,

she wouldn’t have believed it. …

• … [I]n assessing whether a true belief  is sensitive we need to consider
• not only what the agent believes in the actual world (where her belief  is true),

• but also what she believes in that possible world (or worlds) which is similar to the actual world
in every other respect except that the target proposition (the proposition truly believed in the actual
world) is false. Call this the closest not-p world (where p is the target proposition which is believed by
the agent in the actual world). …

• … [W]e need to qualify our understanding of  the closest not-p worlds by considering
only those closest not-p worlds in which the agent forms her belief  about the
target proposition in the same way as in the actual world.

• That is, what we are interested in is not merely whether a certain belief  is sensitive, but rather whether
that belief  is sensitive, given how it is formed.

 



Pritchard on safety account of knowledge (2014a, 156-157.)

• [K]nowledge demands not sensitive belief  but rather safe belief.

• The basic idea behind safety is that one has a true belief  which could not have easily
been false. …

• [O]ne has a true belief  that p such that, in close possible worlds, if  one continues to form a belief  on
the same basis as in the actual world, then one’s belief  continues to be true.

• [S]afety is capturing an intuition about our tolerance of  the risk of  error.
• In the very closest nearby possible worlds we are extremely intolerant when it comes to such epistemic risk, and

so would not want to be forming any false beliefs on the target basis.

• In far-off  possible worlds, however, we are extremely tolerant about such epistemic risk, on account of  their
modal remoteness. In between we have a descending scale of  epistemic intolerance, from extreme intolerance to
epistemic risk to extreme tolerance. With this point in mind, we need to think of  safety as completely excluding
false belief  in the very closest possible worlds, but becoming increasingly tolerant to such falsity as one moves
further away from the actual world.

• [T]he claim that knowledge cannot be lucky, when properly understood, is
tantamount to the claim that there cannot be knowledge that p which involves an
unsafe belief  that p.

 



The lottery puzzle
• The lottery intuition in the studies of  epistemology

• One cannot knows a certain ticket she/he owns in a fair
lottery (in which there are enormously large amount of
tickets) is a loser merely by its long odds (say, one to a billion)
to win.

• One can know her ticket is a loser based on reading a reliable
newspaper report of  the result of  the lottery drawing, which
shows that the winner is a different ticket from hers.

 
 

 



The lottery puzzle
• The lottery paradox that is NOT discussed here

• The lottery paradox similar to the skeptical paradox
• One does not know her/his ticket is a loser purely by its long odds to win (say,

1/n, when n tickets are sold in the lottery game);

• One (of  modest means) knows that she/he cannot afford a luxury Ferrari car; and

• If  One (of  modest means) does not know her/his ticket is a loser purely by its
long odds to win, then, she/he does not know that she/he cannot afford a luxury
Ferrari car.

 

 



The lottery puzzle, cont’d
• Imagine a fair lottery with astronomical odds– a billion to

one, say– which has been drawn, and imagine two
counterpart agents who both own a single lottery ticket.
• Suppose that our first agent hasn’t heard the result yet but

believes that she has lost because she has reflected on the very
long odds involved in her winning; and

• suppose that our second agent also believes that she has lost,
but does so purely because she has just read the results printed
in a reliable newspaper.

• Here’s the thing. Intuitively, the first agent doesn’t know that
she has lost while the second agent does. But this is puzzling,
…



The lottery puzzle, cont’d
• since the odds in favor of  the first agent being right are astronomically

in her favor. Indeed, even though reliable newspapers are very careful
when it comes to printing lottery numbers (for obvious reasons),
nonetheless the probability that these results have been misprinted is
surely higher than the astronomical probability that a ticket should win
this lottery.

• So how then can it be that the second agent has knowledge but the first
agent doesn’t? (Pritchard 2014a, 155.)

 
• The relevant evaluation of  sensitivity and safety would be

made merely with respect to the comparison between
their solutions to the lottery puzzle in the above sense.



Sensitivity vs.vs. safety solutions to the
lottery puzzle, cont’d

• Sensitivity solution to the lottery puzzle:
• Sensitivity: ¬p □→ ¬Bp
• For the first agent:

• In a nearby possible where the ticker won, if  she/he forms her/his
belief  purely because the long odds for the ticket to win, she/he still
believes that the ticket lost.

• For the second agent:
• In a nearby possible where the ticker won, if  she/he forms her/his

belief  by reading a correct report of  the result of  lottery drawing,
she/he does not believe that the ticket lost.

 



Sensitivity vs.vs. safety solutions to the
lottery puzzle, cont’d
• Safety solution to the lottery puzzle:

• Safety: Bp □→ p
• If  we admit that the second agent’s belief  is safe (because in the closest

possible world where he believes that his lottery ticket lost by reading
the newspaper report the agent’s belief  is also true in that world
because the newspaper report is reliable),

• the first agent’s belief  seems to be safe as well— since the odds for the
lottery ticket to lose is very high (i.e., almost equivalent to 1), it seems
to be plausible to conceive that in a closest possible world where the
agent believes that his ticket lost the ticket did lose in that world for the
probability for the ticket to win is extremely low (e.g., almost equivalent
to 0).

 



Sensitivity vs. safety solutions to the
lottery puzzle, cont’d
• Pritchard’s safety solution to the lottery puzzle:

• Safety so construed[, which reflects the tolerance of  the risk of  error,] can
handle the lottery problem.

• Recall that the two agents concerned form their true beliefs that their tickets have
lost by, respectively, reflecting on the odds involved and reading the results in a
reliable newspaper. What is crucial here is that the remoteness of  error is very
different in the two cases.

• All it takes for the first agent to form a false belief  is for a few colored balls to fall in a
slightly different configuration.

• In contrast, what is required for the second agent to form a false belief  is a range of
mishaps at the newspaper office (e.g., the person inputting the results, despite taking lots
of  care in doing so, somehow makes a mistake, a mistake that is not spotted when the
various copyeditors, hired and retained for their conscientiousness in such matters, somehow
collectively fail to spot the error). … (Pritchard 2014a, 157.)

 



Sensitivity vs.vs. safety solutions to the
lottery puzzle, cont’d
• Some remarks on Prichard’s safety solution to the lottery

puzzle:
• The first agent who believes his ticket lost merely because of

the extremely low probability to win:
• The error for him is not remote enough and therefore the

corresponding risk of  error cannot be tolerated;

• The second agent who believes his ticket lost by reading a
reliable newspaper report of  the result of  lottery drawing:

• The error for him is sufficiently remote enough so that the relevant
risk of  error would be tolerated. With the above explanation in hand,
Pritchard thinks that the advocates of  the safety principle would
plausibly suggest that the first agent’s belief  is unsafe and the second
agent’s belief  is safe.



Sensitivity vs.vs. safety solutions to the
lottery puzzle, cont’d
• Some remarks on Prichard’s safety solution to the lottery puzzle,

cont’d
• If  we concede that the probability or the odds of  the first agent’s ticket to

win is significantly lower than the chance of  the error or the misprint in
the a reliable newspaper report, however, what reason should be sufficient
for us to suggest that the remoteness of  the error for the first agent is not
far enough while the one for the second agent is otherwise.



Sensitivity vs.vs. safety solutions to the
lottery puzzle, cont’d
• Some remarks on Prichard’s safety solution to the lottery puzzle,

cont’d
• The puzzle seems to be more pressing when we use possible-world

semantics to articulate the application of  the safety principle to the lottery
puzzle. In other words, we seriously wonder: in what sense the possible
world where the error for the first agent occurs is closer to the actual
world than the one where the error (i.e., the misprint or the typo) for the
second agent occurs.



Sensitivity vs.vs. safety solutions to
the lottery puzzle, cont’d
• This may lead us to wonder whether the safety principle

provides us an equally good solution as the sensitivity
principle does.

• The crucial question here is:
• Does Pritchard provide us with a correct diagnosis of  the lottery puzzle

by appealing to the concept of  the remoteness of  error (as well as the
intuition of  the tolerance of  the risk of  error)?

• Confronted with the lottery puzzle, we may worry about
whether the safety (rather than sensitivity) that is a batter
or superior candidate for the knowledge analysis.



A tentative solution to the lottery puzzle
• The first agent’s unsafe belief  that

her/his ticket lost
• For any i such that (1 ≤ i ≤ n), in the

possible world wi, the ticket #i wins.
 

• The second agent’s safe belief
that her/his ticket lost

• For any i such that (1 ≤ i ≤ n), in the
possible world wi*, the ticket #i wins and
the newspaper correctly reports that the
winner is #i. 

 

The belief  of  the second agent is safer than the
one of  the first agent.



A further lottery puzzle
• Suppose an enormously large amount of  tickets are sold

(say, totally n ticket) in a lottery game with only one winner.
• Paul bought a ticket with a odd number and he believes his ticket lost purely

by its long odds to win (i.e., 1/n).
• Norman also bought a ticket and by reading a reliable newspaper report of

the result of  the lottery drawing, Norman believes that his ticket lost.
• But unbeknownst to both of  them, the balls with even numbers in the

lottery drawing machine are a little bit heavier than those with odd numbers.
In this case, the tickets with even numbers are more likely to win than the
tickets with odd numbers. In the actual world, both Paul’s and Norman’s
beliefs are true—neither of  their tickets won. And the winner is a ticket with
an even number

• Intuitively speaking, Paul does not know his ticket lost but Norman
knows that his ticket lost.



A further lottery puzzle, cont’d
• Let us suppose further that another person, Patrick, also bought a ticket in

the new lottery game mentioned above. And Patrick’s ticket has an even
number on it. Now assume Patrick forms his belief  that his ticket lost by
the same kind of  information that Paul uses to form his belief.

• Patrick does not know that his ticket lost. It can be observed, however, that
Patrick’s belief  is unsafe according to the safety account.

• Intuitively speaking, Paul’s belief  and Patrick’s belief  are supposed to be
assigned with the same epistemic status, since both beliefs are formed on
the same kind of  probability information.

• But, according to the safety theory, one is unsafe and the other is safe.



The normativity link and the value
knowledge
• The safety account fails to capture the normative link

between the “evidence” and the relevant belief
• The first agent in the original lottery case and Paul, Patrick in

the second lottery case
• The long odds for the ticket to win does not epistemically justify the

belief  in question
• The second agent in the original lottery case and Norman in the second

lottery case
• The information provided by reliable newspaper report epistemically

justifies the belief.
 



The normativity link and the value
knowledge
• But the safety account is not finely-tuned enough to

handle the puzzle.
• Epistemic safety as a positively evaluative term
• The safety account cannot solve the puzzle and therefore fails

to account for the value differences among the agents’ belief
in question.

 



Thank you!


